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Being Posthuman transcript Verlag
Climate change and the apocalypse are frequently
associated in the popular imagination of the twentyfirst century. This collection of essays brings together
climatologists, theologians, historians, literary
scholars, and philosophers to address and critically
assess this association. The contributing authors are
concerned, among other things, with the relation
between cultural and scientific discourses on climate
change; the role of apocalyptic images and narratives
in representing environmental issues; and the tension
between reality and fiction in apocalyptic
representations of catastrophes. By focusing on how
figures in fictional texts interact with their
environment and deal with the consequences of
climate change, this volume foregrounds the broader
social and cultural function of apocalyptic narratives
of climate change. By evoking a sense of collective
human destiny in the face of the ultimate catastrophe,
apocalyptic narratives have both cautionary and
inspirational functions. Determining the extent to

which such narratives square with scientific knowledge
of climate change is one of the main aims of this book.

Speculations V Edition
Nautilus
Serial Drawing offers a
timely and rigorous
exploration of a relatively
little-researched art form.
Serial drawings – artworks
that are presented as
singular works but are made
up of distributed parts – are
studied in fresh,
contemporary terms with a
novel philosophical approach,
emphasizing both the way in
which this unique form of
visual art exists in the
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world, and how it is
interrogates the manner in
encountered by the beholder. which serial drawings are able
Inspired by the quadruple
to be appreciated by the
framework of Graham Harman's viewer who beholds them in
object-oriented ontology, Joe object-oriented terms. This
Graham explores a variety of task is carried out by paying
serial drawings according to attention to the manner in
the idea that, in being
which three tensions – space,
serially arrayed, such
time and seriality –emerge for
artworks constitute a rather consideration within the
particular form of art object: beholders performative
one which is both unified yet encounter with the work: an
pluralised, visible yet
encounter which is 'seen
withdrawn. Examining works by serially', and which the
artists such as Alexei
medium of drawing specifically
Jawlensky, Ellsworth Kelly,
directs their attention
Hanne Darboven, Jill Baroff
towards.
Alles M gliche Bloomsbury Publishing
and Stefana McClure, Graham
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As H lderlin was to Martin Heidegger and
Harman develops a new philosophical mythology
Mallarmé to Jacques Derrida, so is H.P. Lovecraft centered in such Lovecraftian figures as Cthulhu,
to the Speculative Realist philosophers. Lovecraft Wilbur Whately, and the rat-like monstrosity Brown
was one of the brightest stars of the horror and
Jenkin. The Miskatonic River replaces the Rhine
science fiction magazines, but died in poverty and and the Ister, while H lderlin's Caucasus gives way
relative obscurity in the 1930s. In 2005 he was
to Lovecraft's Antarctic mountains of madness.
Die Handlungsmacht ästhetischer Objekte
finally elevated from pulp status to the classical
transcript Verlag
literary canon with the release of a Library of
America volume dedicated to his work. The impact What is narrative? What is distinctive about the
great literary narratives? In virtue of what is a
of Lovecraft on philosophy has been building for
narrative fictional or non-fictional? In this
more than a decade. Initially championed by
important new book Peter Lamarque, one of the
shadowy guru Nick Land at Warwick during the
leading philosophers of literature at work today,
1990s, he was later discovered to be an object of
private fascination for all four original members of explores these and related questions to bring new
clarity and insight to debates about narrative in
the twenty-first century Speculative Realist
movement. In this book, Graham Harman extracts philosophy, critical theory, and narratology.
the basic philosophical concepts underlying the
Moving Matter: Nicht-menschliche Körper
work of Lovecraft, yielding a weird realism capable in zeitgenössischen Choreografien Future
of freeing continental philosophy from its current
Human Evolution
soul-crushing impasse. Abandoning pious references The study of the Earth’s origin, its
by Heidegger to H lderlin and the Greeks,
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composition, the processes that changed fields as diverse as tectonics, volcanology,
and shaped it over time and the fossils
geomorphology, vertebrate palaeontology
preserved in rocks, have occupied
and petroleum geology. Other papers
enquiring minds from ancient times. The
discuss the establishment of geological
contributions in this volume trace the
surveys, the contribution of women to
history of ideas and the research of
geology and biographical sketches of noted
scholars in a wide range of geological
scholars in various fields of geoscience.
disciplines that have paved the way to our Object-Oriented Ontology Penguin UK
present-day understanding and knowledge What objects exist in the social world
of the physical nature of our planet and the and how should we understand them?
diversity of life that inhabited it. To mark the Is a specific Pizza Hut restaurant as
50th anniversary of the founding of the
real as the employees, tables, napkins
International Commission on the History of
and pizzas of which it is composed, and
Geology (INHIGEO), the book features
as real as the Pizza Hut corporation
contributions that give insights into its
with its headquarters in Wichita, the
establishment and progress. In other
United States, the planet Earth and the
sections authors reflect on the value of
studying the history of the geosciences and social and economic impact of the
provide accounts of early investigations in restaurant on the lives of its employees
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and customers? In this book the founder through its irreducibility to either of these
of object-oriented philosophy develops forms. The phases of its life, argues
his approach in order to shed light on
Harman, are not demarcated primarily
the nature and status of objects in social by dramatic incidents but by moments of
life. While it is often assumed that an
symbiosis, a term he draws from the
interest in objects amounts to a form of biologist Lynn Margulis. This book
materialism, Harman rejects this view
provides a key counterpoint to the now
and develops instead an “immaterialist” ubiquitous social theories of constant
method. By examining the work of
change, holistic networks, performative
leading contemporary thinkers such as identities, and the construction of things
Bruno Latour and Levi Bryant, he
by human practice. It will appeal to
develops a forceful critique of ‘actoranyone interested in cutting-edge
network theory’. In an extended
debates in philosophy and social and
discussion of Leibniz’s famous example cultural theory.
Discard Studies transcript Verlag
of the Dutch East India Company,
When invited to do a solo exhibition at MIT
Harman argues that this company
qualifies for objecthood neither through in 1967, Hans Haacke was known as a
kinetic artist-yet he made it clear upon
‘what it is’ or ‘what it does’, but
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arriving that his works were now to be calledHistory, Theory, and Criticism Program at
systems, produced with the explicit
MIT. This catalogue publication features an
intention of having their components
essay by Jones, writings by Haacke, and
physically communicate with each other,
the first English publication of a text written
and the whole communicate physically with by art historian and curator Edward F. Fry.
the environment, according to the artist's
Fry's text served as the introduction to the
statements in 1967. These early works
catalogue accompanying his cancelled
involved provoking and staging time-based survey of Haacke's work which was
events: wind in water vs. water in wind; the planned for the Solomon R. Guggenhiem
cycles of feedback systems of organic life; Museum in New York in 1971
the dynamism of water in its solid stateBroken Music V&R unipress GmbH
freezing, evaporating, and melting; and the The theme of this book is the
production of artificial climates. The
documentarian—what the documentarian
exhibition Hans Haacke 1967 brought
is and how we can understand it as a
together from Haacke's solo 1967
concept. Working from the premise that
exhibition together again for the first time in
the documentarian is a
fourty-four years. The exhibition was
special—extended—sign, the book
organized for MIT's List Visual Arts Center
develops a model of a quadruple sign
by Caroline A. Jones, professor in the

structure for-and-of the documentarian,
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growing out of enduring traditions in
changes was provided by a new
philosophy, semiotics, psychoanalysis, generation in the independent theatre
and documentary theory. Dan Geva
scene. This book brings together studies
investigates the intellectual premise that on the state of independent theatre in
allows the documentarian to show itself different European countries, focusing
as an extremely sophisticated, creative, on the fields of dance and performance,
and purposeful being-in-the-world—one children and youth theatre, theatre and
that is both embedded in its own history migration and post-migrant theatre.
and able to manifest itself throughout its Additionally, it includes essays on
entire documentary life project, as a
experimental musical theatre and
stand-alone conceptual phase in the
different cultural policies for independent
history of ideas.
theatre scenes in a range of European
countries.
Immaterialism John Hunt Publishing
Over the past 20 years European
Das Museum als Provokation der
theatre underwent fundamental
Philosophie Massachusetts Inst
changes in terms of aesthetic focus,
Technology
institutional structure and in its position Tanzen erweckt Dinge zum Leben in society. The impetus for these
Tanzen ist verkörpertes Leben in
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Beziehung zu vielen anderen
Dingen, auf Verstrickungen mit unserer
Lebensformen, Materialien und
Umwelt.
Substanzen, die sich in einem
Founding Psychoanalysis
animierten Kosmos bewegen und
Phenomenologically Königshausen &
transformieren. Dieses Buch untersucht Neumann
die transformativen Choreographien von Aesthetic experiences are basically
Wesen, Elementen und Körpern, die in inconceivable without specific objects.
Atmosphären des Werdens schweben. What consequences does this objectEs vereint die Perspektiven von
relatedness have for the nature of
Künstler_innen und Forscher_innen auf aesthetic experience? To what extent
die Welt der Materialien - organisch und do aesthetic objects also determine how
künstlich, menschlich und nichtthey are experienced? The texts in the
menschlich. Ihre Essays und
book consider their topic on the one
Kunstwerke richten den Fokus auf die hand empirically through examining
Eigenschaften von Materialien, auf die concrete aesthetic objects from art,
Wahrnehmung dessen, was sich bewegt popular culture, and religion, but on the
und bewegt werden kann, auf den Fluss other, also by means of historical and
der Beziehungen von Körpern und
theoretical reflections. By examining
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new adjustments to theory such as post- background. The international, diverse
humanism, actor-network theory, object- contributions, including a Foreword by
oriented rational ontology, and
Gregory Claeys, draw upon
speculative realism, conventional social- posthumanism, speculative realism,
constructive explanatory models are
speculative feminism, object-oriented
transcended in favor of defining the
ontology, new materialisms, and postaesthetic as a necessary interplay
Anthropocene studies to propose
between object and experience.
alternative perspectives on gender,
What We Want Is Free, Second Edition environment, as well as alternate futures
Getty Publications
and pasts rendered in fiction. Instead of
This collection of essays offers global
binary divisions into utopia vs dystopia,
perspectives on feminist utopia and
the collection explores genres
dystopia in speculative literature, film,
transcending this dichotomy, scrutinising
and art, working from a range of
the oeuvre of both established and
intersectional approaches to examine
emerging writers, directors, and critics.
key works and genres in both their
This is a rich and unique collection
specific cultural context and a wider,
suitable for scholars and students
global, epistemological, critical
studying feminist literature, media
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cultural studies, and women’s and
gender studies.
National American Kennel Club Stud
Book Hatje Cantz Pub
In the modern lexicon, ‘object’ refers to
an entity that is materially constituted,
spatially defined, and functionally
determined. In contrast, the Latin word
‘fantasia’ has, since antiquity, referred
to an apparition or the ability to imagine
something that could be equally an
object, an image, or a concept. This
tension prompts further inquiry into the
interrelations and differences between
the experience of tangible objects (their
perception and handling) and the
creation of new objects (their
conception and formation). What

correlations exist between object
fantasies, the self-consciousness of
subjects, and the concrete and imagined
conditions of human beings’ social
lives? By addressing this question, this
interdisciplinary book opens new
perspectives in the field of object
studies.
Independent Theatre in
Contemporary Europe SUNY Press
Until quite recently, almost no
philosophers trained in the continental
tradition saw anything of value in
realism. The situation in analytic
philosophy was always different, but in
continental philosophy realism was
usually treated as a pseudo-problem.
That is no longer the case. In this
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provocative new book, two leading
singularities and Harman's objectphilosophers examine the remarkable
oriented theory. Part Four shifts to the
rise of realism in the continental
question of the knowability of the real,
tradition. While exploring the similarities as the authors discuss whether scientific
and differences in their own positions, knowledge does full justice to reality. In
they also consider the work of others
Part Five, they shift the focus to space,
and assess rival trends in contemporary time, and science more generally, and
philosophy. They begin by discussing
here Harman offers a defence of actorthe relation between realism and
network theory despite its obvious antimaterialism, which DeLanda links
realist elements. Lively, accessible and
closely but which Harman tries to
engaging, this book is the best attempt
separate. Part Two covers the many
so far to clarify the different paths for
different meanings of realism, with the realism in continental philosophy. It will
two authors working together to develop be of great value to students and
an expanded definition of the term. Part scholars of continental philosophy and
Three features a spirited exchange on to anyone interested in the cutting-edge
the respective virtues and drawbacks of debates in philosophy and critical theory
DeLanda's realism of attractors and
today.
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Future Human Evolution Walter de Gruyter philosophy. Regarding this background, this
GmbH & Co KG
volume brings together the best papers
Over the last few decades, film has
from the Lisbon Conference on Philosophy
increasingly become an issue of
and Film: Thinking Reality and Time
philosophical reflection from an ontological through Film, held in 2014. What they all
and epistemological perspective, and the
have in common is the discussion of new
claim “doing philosophy through film” has aspects and approaches of how philosophy
raised extensive discussion about its
relates to film. Whether by philosophizing
meaning. The mechanical reproduction of through concrete examples of films or
reality is one of the most prominent
whether looking at film’s ontological
philosophical questions raised by the
reliance on time and image, or its intraemergence of film at the end of the
active entanglement with reality or truth,
nineteenth century, inquiring into the
this book explores grasp film’s nature
ontological nature of both reality and film. philosophically, and provides new insights
Yet the nature of this audio-photographic
for the film philosopher and the filmmaker,
and moving reproduction of reality
as well as for the freshman fascinated by
constitutes an ontological puzzle, which
film for philosophical reasons.
has widely been disregarded as a main line History of Geoscience transcript Verlag
of enquiry with direct consequences for
Published in conjunction with the
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methods that both connect participants to
tangible goods and services and, at the same
time, offer critiques of and alternatives to global
capitalism and other forms of social interaction.
Examples of these various projects include the
creation of free commuter bus lines and
medicinal plant gardens, the distribution of
such services as free housework or computer
programming, and the production of community
media projects such as free commuter
Ethical Responses to Nature’s Call Hatje
newspapers and democratic low-wattage radio
Cantz Verlag
stations. Like the first edition, the second
Explores how contemporary artists use gifts,
edition includes a detailed survey of artists’
barter, and other forms of nonmonetary
exchange as a means and medium of artistic projects from around the globe, as well as
critical essays and artists’ texts that explore the
production. This revised edition of What We
Want Is Free examines a twenty-year history underlying social history and contemporary
issues that further inform our reading of these
of artistic productions that both model and
works. This new edition also features a new
occupy the various forms of exchange within
contemporary society. From shops, gifts, and introduction and additional chapters on the
dinner parties to contract labor and petty theft, relation of exchange practices to democracy,
the commons, object-oriented philosophy, and
contemporary artists have used a variety of

Documenta 13 exhibition in Kassel,
Germany, the Documenta notebook
series 100 Notes,100 Thoughtsranges
from archival ephemera to
conversations and commissioned
essays. These notebooks express
director Carolyn Christov-Bakargiev's
curatorial vision for Documenta 13.
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an examination of the impact of ongoing
Hans Haacke 1967 Routledge
globalization on the economics of artists’
Ein Buch über den Absprung vom
projects. It also features a significantly
rasenden Stillstand in die Euphorie des
expanded scope for the project histories,
including work from the past decade and a new Lebens Allem Gerede von
Datenautobahnen,
section dedicated to artist-initiated
Hochgeschwindigkeitszügen und
organizations and innovative models for new
institutions. Praise for the First Edition “If you Kopfschmerztabletten mit
are an artist, read this book. No matter how
beschleunigter Wirkung zum Trotz: In
you define and structure your practice, the
Wahrheit steht alles still. Nur das
essays within What We Want Is Free will lead
you to consider important questions about how nervöse Zucken immer engerer
Produktionszyklen erweckt den
you work and what kind of life a project can
Anschein von Bewegung - wie bei einer
lead.” — Nailed Magazine

Weird Realism John Wiley & Sons
This book lays out the history of
eugenics movement and the politics
which continues to rage around it. "The
human rights of the future generations"
are discussed.

Fahrt auf einem Karussel, das auf der
Stelle rotiert. Eine Ordnung versucht
seit vierzig Jahren, ihr eigenes Ende
hinauszuzögern. Für diesen Aufschub
entschleunigt sie sich ständig durch
immer mehr Sicherheit und Kontrolle,
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durch den Verzicht auf Fortschritt und
Verführerischeres als das Geheimnis?
den aggressiven Ausbau einer
Vielleicht liegt ein Schlüssel auch zur
leerlaufenden Kommunikation. Mit
gesellschaftlichen Veränderung in Zufall
kybernetischer List hat sie jede
und Hingabe. Ganz sicher findet er sich
Vorstellung von der Zukunft abgeschafft. in der Euphorie des Lebens.
Kunst und Wirklichkeit heute Cambridge
Nach seinem viel beachteten Essay
"Morgen werde ich Idiot", in dem er als Scholars Publishing
In experimentellen Choreografien und
Ausweg aus der kybernetischen
Performances ist seit etwa 2008 eine lebhafte
Kontrollgesellschaft die Verweigerung Auseinandersetzung mit der Wirkmächtigkeit
vorschlug, richtet sich Hans-Christian
(teil-)autonomer Dinge und der Verwobenheit
Danys Hoffnung in diesem Buch auf die menschlicher und nicht-menschlicher Akteure
Wiederbelebung eines Imaginären, das zu beobachten. Welche Anliegen sind mit der
sich auf das Unbekannte einlässt. Kann Inszenierung einer verteilten Handlungsmacht
verknüpft? In ausführlichen
in der besseren Welt vielleicht nur
Inszenierungsanalysen macht Martina
ankommen, wer die Annahme aufgibt zu Ruhsam die Akteur-Netzwerk-Theorie und den
wissen, wie diese bessere Welt
Agentiellen Realismus von Karen Barad für die
aussehen wird? Die Zukunft kann nur
Performancetheorie produktiv. Sie schlägt eine
politische Lesart ausgewählter
unbekannt sein, und was gibt es
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posthumanistischer Choreografien vor und
reflektiert über deren Relevanz im Hinblick auf
eine politische Ökologie.
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